
sunstone december 1979 there he explores his feeling and con-
victionsvictions about both the divine grace expressed in the faith and lives of
his ancestors and the human grace contained in his love ofwilderness
his chief exhibit is his mother who converses daily with god lives
the commandments and lets her compassion for the sinful override
her moral indignation in petersons description ofotherher genealogical
work her need to unite the human family to disown time and space
search out dead parents and lost descendants turn hearts to fathers
and to children he provides the most tender and intelligent evoca-
tion of the spirit of elijah I1 have read about his mother he writes

she has no words no fine distinctions no recognition of possible
disparities between her heavenly faith and her love for this earth
p 72 the canyons of grace suggests its author has not yet found

in his work such an integration of divine and human grace but
yearns for it

SMITH HYRUM M illIII111liililili and SCOTT G KENNEY from prophet
to son advice ofjosepajosephofjoseph F smith to his missionary sons salt lake
city deseret book co 1981 132152132ppappp 6956.95695

reviewed by donald Q cannon professor of church history and doctrine brigham
young university

after examining from prophet to son my first impression was to
give a copy to my son who is a prospective missionary and to mail
another copy to another son already on a mission in tahiti the
message of this book is quite as much directed to today s missionaries
as it was to the missionary sons ofofjosephjoseph F smith near the turn of the
century

from prophet to son consists of carefully selected extracts from
hundreds of letters joseph F smith wrote to his twelve sons as they
served as missionaries for the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints following the introduction which contains a summary of the
missionary experiences ofjoseph F smith the letter extracts are ar-
ranged chronologically as they were written to each of the twelve sons
each extract is preceded by a subject heading and a short paragraph
which summarizes its contents and circumstances for example the
letter to hyrum M dated 31 july 1896 bears the heading con-
fidence and courtesy the lead paragraph tells of an encounter be-
tween hyrum and a methodist minister in the extract from the let-
ter hyrum is advised on how to handle such situations and is told
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CC objectionable facts should always be clothed in as mild and unobjunobjec-
tionable

ec
tionable language as possible p 45

the fatherly advice often containing gems of wisdom is im-
pressive evidence of joseph F smiths stature as a spiritual leader
consider the following examples

it is energy which has developed greatness in men more than
natural talent P 32

we must always remember that we are not laboring for the ap-
plause of men P 67

experience is better possessed than to be gained ie it is like the
hurt of a bruise it feels better after it quits hurting P 81

do not permit yourself to be drawn into any manner of extreme
P 90

presidentjosephpresident joseph F smith is regarded by some as one of the seminal
minds of mormon theology having defined some of the major areas
of twentieth century LIDSLDSliisllis theology the letters in this book provide
some glimpses of the strength and range of his mind especially per-
taining to theological matters some of the doctrinal subjects con-
tained in his letters include jesus christ the spirit world guardian
angels the holy ghost free agency the book of mormon satan the
sacrament death seeking the spirit sacrifice tithing and the power
of the gospel the scope of this review will permit only two examples
of his theological insights

no man can aim higher than to seek to possess himself of the
characteristics ofiesusofjesus of nazareth he was and is the grandest type of
manhoodman hood who was ever clothed in flesh and blood on this earth the
man who succeeds in reaching nearest to his attributes and perfection
will get nearest to god appp 35 36

you ask can a man do any wrong without first being tempted of
satan all men have their agency the spirit of satan leads to error and
darkness and wrong doing if a man does wrong it is because he yields
to the spirit of evil thereby exercising his agency if he does good it is
in accordance with the spirit that is of god and he uses his agency in
that as well P 70

the letters exchanged byjosephby joseph F smith and his sons are also a
window through which we may catch a glimpse of missionary work at
the turn of the century from them it is apparent that latter day
saint missionaries especially in england were subject to persecution
generally in the form of harassment in street meetings opposition
from clergymen of other faiths and the circulation of malicious
rumors about polygamy when his missionary sons suffered from
homesickness joseph F smith reminded them of president heberjheberd
grants words work work work in those days missionaries
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assumed leadership roles in mission branches and conferences dis-
trictstricts consequently they spent much of their time in administrative
roles rather than in preaching the gospel another interesting prac-
tice consisted ofpassing out tracts to people on the streets often with-
out disclosing the missionaries identity as elders of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints president smith cautioned his sons
against spending too much time sightseeing having fun and playing
jokes often reminding them of the seriousness of their calling

it is regrettable that the scope of the book is not broader that
this work is limited to his letters to his missionary sons seriously limits
the reader s insight into the mind ofjoseph F smith

while the volume is basically attractive and appealing there are
some weaknesses in format it would be much easier for the reader to
see where the explanatory paragraph preceding each extract ends and
where the extract itself begins if they were in different type styles or if
one were in italics also related to format is the matter of providing
only extracts of the letters rather than the entire letter for the serious
student the complete document would be infinitely more desirable
and useful yet on balance smith and kenney have produced a
worthwhile book that is at once attractive readable and informative

ERRATUM

permission to use the poem the blessing byjamesby james wright in the last issue of
BYU studies vol 22 fall 1982 was incorrectly cited the poem appeared in
edward L harts the transformation of love ppap 481 82 the citation
should have read 1961 byjamesby james wright reprinted from the brunchbranch will
not break by permission of wesleyan university press this poem first appeared
in poetpoetryy 97 october 1960 march 1961 343
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